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Abstract: Both inherent natural variability and model parameter uncertainty must be considered in the development of robust and
reliable designs for drinking water treatment. This study presents an optimization framework for investigating the effects of five variable
influent parameters and three uncertain model parameters on the least-cost treatment plant configuration �contact, direct, or nonsweep
conventional filtration� that reliably satisfies an effluent particulate matter concentration constraint. Incorporating variability and uncer-
tainty within the decision-making framework generates information for investigating: �1� impacts on total cost and treatment reliability;
�2� shifts on the least-cost treatment configuration for providing reliable treatment; and �3� the importance of the individual variable and
uncertain parameter distributions for reliably satisfying an effluent water quality constraint. Increasing the magnitude of influent variabil-
ity and model parameter uncertainty results in a greater expected design cost due, generally, to increases in process sizing required to
reliably satisfy the effluent concentration constraint. The inclusion of variability and uncertainty can also produce a shift in the locations
of the least-cost configuration regions, which are dependent on the expected influent water quality and the magnitude of variability and
uncertainty. The additional information provided by incorporating the variable and uncertain parameters illustrates that parameter distri-
butions related to the primary removal mechanism are critical, and that contact and direct filtration are more sensitive to variability and
uncertainty than conventional filtration.
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Introduction and Objectives

Decision making related to drinking water treatment is, in
general, a complex process that must satisfy multiple treatment
objectives through the design of integrated treatment and waste
processes while constraining costs. Additionally, there is inherent
variability that must be considered, yet cannot be controlled �at
least not easily�, such as flow rate, influent water quality concen-
trations, and temperature. The effects of these variations must be
considered to ensure that the effluent water quality reliably satis-
fies the appropriate regulatory statutes. More formalized ap-
proaches that utilize mathematical models to assist in the design
process add additional complexities. The majority of process
models require some of the model parameters to be estimated
using experimental or field data, or gathered from expert elicita-

tion, which introduce model uncertainty into the design process.
Finally, uncertainty in the structure of the model representing the
integrated treatment process can introduce additional complexity,
although this is more difficult to incorporate into the decision-
making process.

The use of formalized decision-making tools for the investiga-
tion of integrated drinking water treatment plant design has been
relatively rare, with most studies focusing on the removal of par-
ticulate matter from the raw water stream. Wiesner et al. �1987�
investigated the regions of least-cost configurations of rapid mix,
flocculation, sedimentation, and filtration for seven different
influent conditions for particulate removal, which were shown to
be relatively consistent with existing treatment plant configura-
tions �Wiesner and Mazounie 1989�. Wu and Chu �1991� utilized
simplified empirical treatment process models and data from an
existing treatment plant and developed treatment plant designs
similar to the existing plant. Mhaisalkar et al. �1993� solved the
design problem using dynamic programming and simplified pro-
cess models for flocculation and sedimentation with monodis-
perse particle suspensions. Dharmappa et al. �1994� performed a
study similar to that of Wiesner et al. �1987� that included waste
handling options for three different particle size distributions.
Boccelli et al. �2004� extended the study of Wiesner et al. �1987�
to include a wider range of influent conditions, and examined the
changes in least-cost configuration regions under different flow
rate and particle density conditions.

All of these studies assumed that the influent water quality
conditions, flow rate, and model parameters were fixed and
known—that is, there was no variability or uncertainty included
in the decision-making process. While studies that explore a wide
range of influent conditions and model parameter values �e.g.,
Wiesner et al. 1987; Boccelli et al. 2004� illustrate the impact
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of changing an individual parameter value on process design and
configuration, these deterministic studies are inadequate for as-
sessing the overall impact of variability and uncertainty on these
designs and configurations. Mhaisalkar et al. �1993� provided
some insight into the potential effects of variability and un-
certainty by performing a series of sensitivity analyses on the
optimal deterministic solutions that showed the designs to be
relatively insensitive to changes in flow rate, influent particle
concentration, and cost equation parameters. Their study also dis-
cussed the importance of including flow and influent water quality
variability and uncertainty in the decision-making process for
providing reliable treatment.

This study presents a framework for incorporating influent
variability and model parameter uncertainty in the design process,
which is illustrated using an integrated treatment model for par-
ticulate removal based on a rectilinear approach �Lawler et al.
1980; Ramaley et al. 1981; Wiesner et al. 1987� as an example
application. Model structure uncertainty, which certainly exists in
this application, is not explored in this study. However, the frame-
work is sufficiently general to allow model structure uncertainty
or the inclusion of additional process models to be evaluated.

The impact of variability and uncertainty is evaluated with
respect to the expected design cost, distribution of effluent par-
ticulate concentrations, and value of the stochastic solution. More
importantly, the inclusion of variable and uncertain parameters is
used to explore the potential shift in the least-cost regions of three
different treatment configurations �contact, direct, and nonsweep
conventional filtration�. The solution framework also generates
information that allows the determination of the important vari-
able and uncertain parameter distributions with respect to reliably
satisfying the effluent particulate concentration constraint. The
explicit inclusion of variability and uncertainty in the design
framework is important for understanding the potential effects on
treatment plant design and selection and for identifying important
parameters that may require additional characterization or im-
proved estimation.

Process Models

The change in the particle size distribution and concentration
through rapid mix, flocculation, sedimentation, and filtration are
described using the rectilinear approach �Lawler et al. 1980;
Ramaley et al. 1981; Wiesner et al. 1987� under nonsweep, or
charge neutralization, treatment conditions. While other ap-
proaches have been formulated for representing flocculation and
sedimentation �e.g., curvilinear �Han and Lawler 1991, 1992� and
fractal �Lee et al. 2000; Li and Logan 1997, 2000; Wiesner 1992�
approaches�, the rectilinear approach has been shown, as an inte-
grated model, to reasonably represent actual treatment plant con-
figurations �Wiesner and Mazounie 1989�. However, these models
are not entirely mechanistic and make use of empirical coeffi-
cients to account for other factors, such as surface charge and pH,
not explicitly included in the process models. The following
briefly describes the process models and statistical distributions
used to formulate the problem; complete details may be found in
Boccelli �2003�.

The influent particle size distribution is described by a power-
law distribution �Lawler et al. 1980�

dN

d log�dp�
= 2.3Adp

�1−�� �1�

where N�number concentration of particles; dp�particle diam-
eter; A�parameter related to the particle concentration; and

��parameter related to the shape of the particle size distribution.
The change in particle size distribution through rapid mix, floc-
culation, and sedimentation is described using Smoluchowski’s
equations �Amirtharajah and O’Melia 1990; Lawler et al. 1980�.
Removal of particles during sedimentation is incorporated using
a term for Stokes’ settling �Lawler et al. 1980; Wiesner et al.
1987� with a correction factor for drag on large particle sizes �J.
M. Montgomery 1985�. The rapid mix, flocculation, and sedimen-
tation processes utilize a particle collision efficiency, �, that em-
pirically accounts for the impact of water chemistry and coagulant
type on particulate agglomeration. For this study, the expected
value of � is set to 0.4 �Wiesner et al. 1987�. Numerically, the
continuous influent particle size distribution �Eq. �1�� is repre-
sented by a logarithmic discretization of particle sizes into 51
discrete particle diameters using � log�dp�=0.04 �as in Ramaley
et al. �1981�, additional bins are included, and initially left empty,
to account for the formation of particles with diameters up to
300 �m�. To represent settling, the sedimentation tank is dis-
cretized into seven layers, which are coupled through the settling
term. The resulting set of ordinary differential equations �63–88
for rapid mix and flocculation, and 441–616 for sedimentation;
dependent on the influent size range� are a stiff set of ordinary
differential equations �ODEs� solved using LSODE �Hindmarsh
1983�.

The filtration model used in this study was developed by
O’Melia and Ali �1978� and utilizes the volume averaged particle

diameter, �d̄p�V, and particulate concentration leaving the sedi-
mentation tank, Cf, as inputs to the filtration model. The filter
media properties for this study consist of a media diameter, dm,
of 0.1 cm and a clean-bed porosity, �, of 0.36. The collection
efficiency of the sand media, � f, and entrapped particles, � f ,p,
are 0.76 and 0.08, respectively �Wiesner et al. 1987�. As with
�, the � f and � f ,p parameters empirically account for the impact
of water chemistry and filter media properties on particulate
removal.

The cost equations used to represent the capital and operating
and maintenance �OM� costs are taken from Clark �1982� and a
modified form of the equations presented by Letterman �1980� to
describe filtration OM costs �i.e., Wiesner et al. 1987�. Costs are
updated to 1997 dollars and amortized over 20 years at an interest
rate of 8%. The total cost is presented as the annualized capital
cost plus the annual OM costs.

This study explicitly considers five variable parameters �flow
rate, Q; temperature, T; influent particle concentration, C; distri-
bution shape parameter, �; and density, �� and three uncertain
model parameters ��, � f, and � f ,p�. Table 1 presents the average
values and distributions used to represent the variable and uncer-
tain parameters. The average values are based on data from
Lawler et al. �1980�, Wiesner �1985�, and Wiesner et al. �1987�.
Three different standard deviation values are used in this study
based on coefficient of variation �COV=� /�� values of 0.016,
0.032, and 0.081, where ��standard deviation and ��average
value presented in Table 1. The COV values of 0.016, 0.032, and
0.081 were selected such that 99.9% of the simulated values are
within ±5, 10, and 25% of �, respectively, for the normally dis-
tributed parameters. Given the potential range of influent water
quality characteristics from different source waters and the lim-
ited data associated with model parameter values collected in
practice, the individual COV values are applied simultaneously to
all of the variable and uncertain parameters and are intended to
illustrate the potential impacts of variability and uncertainty mag-
nitude on the design decisions, not to represent the conditions at
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any particular plant. The parameters of the normal distributions
are simply the average and standard deviation values presented.
The parameters of the beta distributions, � and �, are determined
using method-of-moment equations with the appropriate mean
and standard deviation values �DeGroot and Schervish 2002�. The
additional arguments given for the beta distributions represent the
minimum and maximum allowable values of the variable or un-
certain parameter.

Why Include Variability and Uncertainty?

The inclusion of variability and uncertainty in the modeling
framework is an approach for representing the potential range
of behavior that might be observed within an actual process.
The traditional inclusion of “safety factors” in the design process
is intended to account for these variabilities and uncertainties
by overdesigning the individual processes. By explicitly including
variability and uncertainty in the design process, additional in-
formation is provided to the problem, allowing a design to be
selected that provides adequate removal over the range of con-
ditions at a minimum cost. Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of simu-
lating variability and uncertainty on the effluent concentration
using a deterministic least-cost design �no “safety factor”�
for nonsweep conventional treatment with an influent concentra-
tion of 80 mg/L, �=4, and particle size range of 0.25–25.0 �m
�Boccelli et al. 2004�. The solid line represents the regulatory
limit �0.6 mg/L� that is satisfied in the deterministic case; the

distribution of effluent concentrations—the cumulative distribu-
tion function—is a result of simulating variability and uncertainty
with the deterministic solution and represents the probability
�Pr� that the effluent concentration is less than x, Pr�X	x�
�COV=0.081 for all variable and uncertain parameters�. For this
example, approximately 47% of the simulated samples violate the
effluent concentration constraint of 0.6 mg/L �1−Pr�X	x��, and
result in effluent particle concentrations up to three times greater
than the effluent concentration constraint. Thus, the additional
information provided by including variability and uncertainty can
have a profound impact on the performance of a deterministic
design, which can be included in the solution methodology allow-
ing designs to be developed that are more reliable with respect to
satisfying the various constraints.

Solution Methodology

The explicit inclusion of variability and uncertainty in the design
process results in the following general optimization problem
formulation:

min
x

E�f�x,
��

subject to

h�x,
� = 0

g�x,
� 	 0

where the expected cost function, E�f�x ,
��, is to be minimized
subject to constraints affected by the variable and uncertain pa-
rameters, 
, where 
= �
1 ,
2 , . . . ,
k�, and 
i�n-dimensional array
containing n realizations of the jth variable or uncertain param-
eter, j=1, . . . ,k. The functions h�x ,
� and g�x ,
� can take on
deterministic and stochastic formulations. Stochastic formulations
can be classified as robust, based on a central measure, e.g.,
E�y�x ,
��; or reliable, satisfying a constraint at some confidence
level, Pr�y�x ,
�	Y��� �Eldred et al. 2002�. Evaluating pro-
babilistic quantities is typically performed using numerical
integration. Two common numerical approaches are Monte
Carlo-type integration �e.g., Chaudhuri and Diwekar 1996� and
quadrature formulations �e.g., Straub and Grossman 1993�. The
interested reader is referred to Pistikopoulos �1995� and Acevedo
and Pistikopoulos �1998� for a review on problem formulation
and solution techniques for process design under uncertainty.

The solution of the nonlinear optimization under uncertainty
problem is solved in two loops �e.g., Diwekar and Kalagnanam
1997�. An outer loop contains a nonlinear programming optimi-
zation routine �sequential quadratic programming �SQP�� �Biegler

Table 1. Variable and Uncertain Parameters, Average Values, and Distributions for Determining Optimal Treatment Plant Designs Using Optimization
under Uncertainty

Uncertain parameter Average Distribution Variable parameter Average Distribution

Collision efficiency � 0.40 Beta �� ,� ,0 ,1� Flow rate Q �MGD� 10 Normal �� ,��
Collection efficiency: Media � f 0.76 Beta �� ,� ,0 ,1� Concentration C �mg/L�a 4, 12, 32, 80, 128 Normal �� ,��
Collection efficiency: Particle � f ,p 0.08 Beta �� ,� ,0 ,1� Temperature T �°C� 20 Normal �� ,��

Shape parameter � 4, 3,b 5b Normal �� ,��
Density � �g/cm3� 1.20 Beta �� ,� ,1.05,2.40�

Note: For size ranges 0.10–10.0, 0.25–25.0, 0.50–50.0, 0.75–75.0, and 1.0–100.0 �m. Beta distributions include minimum and maximum limits on the
distribution. �Parameters are based on Lawler et al. �1980�, Wiesner �1985�, and Wiesner et al. �1987�.�
aAdditional values of C evaluated where necessary.
bOnly for influent size ranges of 0.25–25.0 and 0.75–75.0 �m.

Fig. 1. Distribution of effluent particulate concentrations resulting
from simulating variability and uncertainty with an optimal
deterministic solution. Solid line represents the deterministic effluent
particulate value of 0.6 mg/L �average influent concentration of
80 mg/L and influent size range of 0.25–25.0 �m�.
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and Cuthrell 1985�, which passes the decision variables to a sto-
chastic modeler, and generates the necessary gradient
information. An inner loop simulates the k variable and uncertain
distributions using Halton sequence samples, a low-discrepancy
Monte Carlo-type sampling technique, based on the algorithm
of Diwekar and Kalagnanam �1997�, by generating n sam-
ples from the k probability distributions. The algorithm of
Diwekar and Kalagnanam �1997� generates a k+1-dimensional
set of uncertain variables using Hammersley sequence samples,
x= ��i−1� /n , 1�i� , 2�i� , . . . ,k�i��, i=1, . . . ,n, which gives
rise to a k-dimensional Halton sequence when the first column of
x is removed �see de Hoop and Spencer 1996, Appendix B, for a
brief explanation�. Each of these individual n samples are used in
a forward modeling approach to estimate the individual objective
and constraint values. This set of n objective and constraint values
is utilized to estimate the various probabilistic measures through
numerical integration.

Within the inner loop, statistical measures, such as the mean
of y

E�y�x,
�� =

�
i=1

n

yi�x,
i�

n
�2�

can be readily calculated. For other statistical measures, such as
reliability constraints

Pr�y�x,
� 	 Y� � � �3�

the calculation is not as straightforward. A very simple
method for estimating the probability in Eq. �3� is to let
Pr�y�x ,
�	Y�=1−nviol /n, where nviol�number of individual
samples that violate the constraint �yi�x ,
i��Y�; and n�total
number of samples. This formulation, however, is noncontinuous
and nonsmooth and can cause computational difficulties associ-
ated with determining a search direction through the perturbation
analysis of the SQP algorithm.

Instead, the critical value of y�x ,
�, yc is considered, resulting
in the following constraint:

yc = F−1��� 	 Y �4�

where F�cumulative distribution function �cdf� for y. Unfortu-
nately, the distribution of y is not generally known a priori. There-
fore, yc must be estimated using the n simulated values of yi�x ,
i�
with an empirical cdf by
1. Sorting the values of yi�x ,
i�, i=1, . . . ,n in descending

order;
2. Determining the critical array index, Ic, given by

�n�1−���+1; and
3. Estimating yc=ysorted�Ic�.
This formulation ensures that 1−nviol /n��. This formulation is
now continuous, yet nonsmooth, and allows the problem to be
solved using the SQP algorithm.

Problem Formulation

There are three different treatment configurations considered for
determining the least-cost treatment design for particulate re-
moval: contact, direct, and nonsweep conventional filtration. Each
configuration utilizes a combination of the individual treatment
processes of rapid mix, flocculation, sedimentation, and filtration.
Table 2 shows the individual treatment processes included in each
of the treatment configurations. For each set of influent conditions

considered, the least-cost design for each of the three treatment
configurations is determined. The configuration with the overall
lowest cost is then selected as the least-cost option.

Since variability and uncertainty are included in the optimiza-
tion, the objective is to minimize the expected cost for each of the
three configurations. The formulation of the optimization problem
is as follows:

min
x

E�� CC + � OM� �5�

Subject to process constraints

Pr�tF � 15 min� � � and Pr�tF 	 60 min� � � �6�

10 	 GF 	 50 s−1 �75 s−1 for direct� �7�

Pr�0.5 h 	 ts� � � �8�

Pr�Lf � 6 L/�m2 min�� � � and Pr�Lf 	 480 �L/m2 min�� � �

�9�

and integrated constraints

Pr�Ceff 	 0.6 mg/L� � � �10�

hf 	 250 cm �11�

0 	 E�RR� 	 0.15 �12�

Pr�tf � 12 h� � � and Pr�tf 	 168 h� � � �13�

which minimizes the expected annual design cost �sum of the
annualized capital cost, CC�x ,
�, and operation and maintenance,
OM�x ,
�, cost� by altering the decision variables, x, subject to
individual process and integrated constraints. The decision vari-
ables for the treatment processes are flocculation process volume,
VF �L3�, and mixing intensity, GF �T−1�, and sedimentation and
filtration process area, As and Af �L2�. Based on a previous study
�Boccelli 2003�, four additional design values were fixed: the
rapid mix tank is designed with a retention time 	0.1 s in 95%
of the samples and a mixing intensity of 700 s−1; the sedimenta-
tion depth was set at 5.0 m; and the filter depth set at 90 cm.
Process constraints are considered on flocculation residence
time, tF=VF /Q �T�, and mixing intensity, GF�T−1�; sedimenta-
tion residence time, ts= �Ash� /Q�T�; and filtration loading rate,
Lf =Q /Af �L3/L2 T� �Montgomery 1985; Kawamura 2000;
Wiesner et al. 1987�. Integrated constraints are considered on ef-
fluent particulate concentration, Ceff�x ,
�, filtration headloss,
hf�x ,
�, recycle ratio �the fraction of total flow used in the back-
wash process�, RR�x ,
�, and filter run time, tf�x ,
�. The inte-
grated constraints are implicitly functions of the individual pro-
cesses and are the reason the individual treatment processes must
be considered simultaneously in the decision-making process.

Table 2. Individual Treatment Processes of Rapid Mix, Flocculation,
Sedimentation, and Filtration Included in Three Different Filtration
Treatment Configurations

Treatment
configuration

Rapid
mix Flocculation Sedimentation Filtration

Contact X X

Direct X X X

Conventional X X X X
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The constraint set is a mix of deterministic and stochastic con-
straints. The individual process constraints �Eqs. �6�–�9��, with
the exception of GF, are all reliability constraints. The individual
retention time and loading rate process constraints are only func-
tions of Q and can be transformed into a deterministic equivalent
constraint. For the integrated constraints �Eqs. �10�–�13��, the
headloss constraint is a deterministic constraint as the filters are
assumed to backwash when the headloss reaches 250 cm; the re-
cycle ratio is a robustness constraint; and the effluent particulate
concentration and filter run time constraints are both formulated
as reliability constraints. Current regulations for turbidity state
that the combined filter effluent must be 	0.3 nephelometric tur-
bidity units �NTU� in 95%, or more, of the monthly samples
�USEPA 1998�. Assuming that 2.0 mg/L of particulate matter is
equivalent to 1.0 NTU �Wiesner et al. 1987�, the regulatory
constraint on Ceff is 0.6 mg/L and is not to be exceeded in more
than 5% of the samples �i.e., �=0.95�. Ceff is determined by av-
eraging the effluent concentration values from nfilt filters assum-
ing staggered backwashing, where nfilt=1.2E�Q�0.5, rounded up
�Kawamura 2000�. The various reliability constraints can be
satisfied at varying confidence levels. However, for this study
all reliability constraints were satisfied with a 95% confidence
level ��=0.95�. The resulting problem has four decision variables
and 13 bounds and constraints for the conventional treatment
problem. For each of the conditions present in Table 1, solutions
are generated for each individual COV value applied to all vari-
able and uncertain parameters and five different influent particle
size ranges �0.10–10.0, 0.25–25.0, 0.50–50.0, 0.75–75.0, and
1.0–100.0 �m�.

Results

To develop a reliable treatment plant design with respect to par-
ticulate removal, all of the variable and uncertain parameters are
simultaneously incorporated into the decision-making framework.
The results are analyzed by evaluating: �1� the cost and value of
the stochastic solution; �2� the effect of variability and uncertainty
on the least-cost treatment configuration regions; and �3� the im-
portance of the variable and uncertain parameter distributions
with respect to effluent particulate concentration.

Effect of Uncertainty on Cost and Reliability

Fig. 2 illustrates the typical expected cost curve for the least-cost
designs of the deterministic formulation and stochastic formula-
tion based on the three different COV values. The most obvious
result is that increasing the magnitude of uncertainty results in
greater design cost, which is expected given the increased range
of influent variability and model parameter uncertainty to be in-
corporated for producing a reliable treatment plant design. The
most expensive influent conditions to treat are generally in the
influent concentration range of 20–30 mg/L. The region of rap-
idly increasing costs �less than 20 mg/L� is typically associated
with contact and, to a lesser extent, direct filtration configurations.
The peak, and decreasing, regions of cost are associated with the
conventional treatment region. With respect to the individual pro-
cess constraints, only the flocculation residence time ever results
in an active constraint. Thus, neither the sedimentation retention
time nor the filter loading rate constraints are important for deter-
mining the least-cost design.

Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of increasing variability on the dis-
tribution of effluent concentration values for an influent size range

of 0.25–25.0 �m, E�C�=32 mg/L, and E���=4. Increasing the
COV of the variable and uncertain parameters results in larger
ranges of simulated effluent concentration values. The solid line
represents the effluent constraint value of 0.6 mg/L. The deter-
ministic result lies directly on the regulatory line. For the stochas-
tic optimization results, the effluent concentration constraint is
satisfied for 95% of the simulated samples. With increasing COV,
the median effluent concentration value decreases to about
0.2 mg/L. Therefore, when designing for reliability, the equiva-
lent deterministic “target” effluent concentration is lower than the
regulatory limit.

Given the information provided, one might ask the ques-
tion: What is the value of the stochastic solution �VSS�?
In an unconstrained formulation, the VSS is defined as
E�costdet�−E�costunc��0, where E�costdet� is the expected cost
resulting from simulating variability and uncertainty with an
optimal deterministic design, and E�costunc� is determined by
the resulting least-cost design that explicitly incorporates variabil-
ity and uncertainty in the decision-making process �Morgan and
Henrion 1990�. This definition indicates that including uncer-

Fig. 2. Expected least-cost values for optimal treatment plant designs
over a range of mean influent concentration values for increasing
magnitude of variance �influent particle size range of 0.25–25.0 �m
and E���=4; cost�capital cost annualized at 8% over 20 years
+annual operation and maintenance cost�

Fig. 3. Box plots for simulated effluent concentration values as a
function of increasing COV �size range of 0.25–25.0 �m, influent
concentration of 32 mg/L, �=4, and n=300�. In the box plots, the
middle line represents the median, the box depicts the interquartile
range, the lines outside the boxes indicate the 80% �10–90%� range,
and points beyond these lines are individual simulation results at the
tails of the distributions.
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tainty in the decision-making process will result in a decision that
will cost, at most, no more than when the variable and uncertain
information is excluded.

However, the current formulation is a constrained problem,
and incorporating uncertainty into the decision-making process
results in an increase in cost between 18 and 61%, as shown in
Fig. 2. This increase in cost results from changes in the decisions
necessary to provide reliable treatment due to the increased range
of effluent particulate concentration �Fig. 3�. While the determin-
istic designs always cost less, simulating the effect of variability
and uncertainty results in almost 50% of the effluent particulate
concentration samples violating the effluent concentration con-
straint. By explicitly incorporating variability and uncertainty in
the design process, the design costs increase, however, the efflu-
ent concentration constraint violations are reduced to 5%. There-
fore, the value of the constrained stochastic solution is not in
reducing the cost; the value is in satisfying the effluent concen-
tration constraint with a specified degree of reliability.

Effect of Uncertainty on Least-Cost Treatment Regions

While some of the specific implications of including variability
and uncertainty have been discussed, the overall effect on the
least-cost treatment configuration regions is of primary interest.
Fig. 4 illustrates: �1� the least-cost regions for contact, direct, and
conventional treatment; and �2� the percent increase in cost, rela-
tive to the deterministic solution, for COV=0.081 for all variable
and uncertain parameters as a function of the mean volume-

averaged particle diameter �d̄p�V and influent concentration. The
solid black lines separate the least-cost regions into contact,
direct, and conventional treatment regions. As the preferred treat-
ment option, contact filtration occurs at low influent concentra-
tions, and direct filtration is specified in only a narrow region of
low influent concentrations with smaller mean volume-averaged
particle diameter. The contour lines �labeled, gray lines� represent
the increase in cost due to the incorporation of variability and
uncertainty relative to the deterministic solutions. The greatest

increase in cost occurs for larger �d̄p�V and at higher influent
concentrations. The transition regions between least-cost configu-
rations have the lowest percent increase in cost as a result of: �1�
the transition regions being generally the most expensive condi-
tions to treat, even with the deterministic solutions; and �2� one
treatment configuration becoming too expensive, causing the
least-cost treatment configuration to transition to a different,
lower-cost, configuration. In the large particle, high influent con-
centration regions, just the opposite occurs as this is the least
costly region in the deterministic scenarios and there are no other
configurations available for treating the water.

These increases in cost are generally associated with increases
in sedimentation volume and filter area to provide adequate
particulate removal under variable and uncertain conditions. A
simplified design approach might be to develop a deterministic
design and then apply “safety factors” to adjust the design to
provide reliable treatment under variable and uncertain condi-
tions. Ideally, a single safety factor could be applied to an
individual process without resulting in an excessively overde-
signed process. Fig. 5 presents the equivalent safety factors �i.e.,
multipliers to convert the deterministic solution to an equivalent
design incorporating variability and uncertainty� for sedimenta-
tion volume and filter area with mean influent concentrations of 4,
32, and 128 mg/L and �=4 for the five different particle size
ranges �for C=4 mg/L, sedimentation is not included in the pro-
cess stream�. For filter area with C=4 and 32 mg/L, a single
safety factor could be applied without excessive overdesign of
the process. However, for filter area with C=128 mg/L and sedi-
mentation volume, there is much greater variability in the safety
factors, suggesting a single safety factor for each process might
not be adequate for developing least-cost designs based on deter-
ministic decisions over a range of influent conditions. The current
approach of developing safety factors is different than the design

Fig. 4. Least-cost treatment regions and percent increase in expected
cost, relative to the deterministic solution, for a range of influent
concentrations and � values; contours �labeled, gray lines� represent
percent cost increase; solid black lines represent the transition
between least-cost configurations �influent particle size range
=0.25–25.0 �m; �=3,4, and 5; COV=0.081� Fig. 5. Equivalent safety factor values for converting the

sedimentation volume and filter area of the deterministic solution
into the associated optimal stochastic solution for three influent
concentrations and each of the five particle size ranges
�COV=0.081�
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approach, and safety factors, presented by Kawamura �2000�.
Using the approach from Kawamura �2000�, process characteris-
tics �e.g., loading rate� are selected a priori, which may include a
safety factor, and the resulting process capacity is based on maxi-
mum flow rates �typically, assumed to be 1.5� the average flow
rate—an additional safety factor� with subsequent process con-
straint values checked at both average and maximum flow rates to
ensure that the process characteristics are appropriate based on
experience. This approach implicitly considers the water quality
process performance and produces a relatively constant safety
factor by simply accommodating changes in hydraulic capacity
without explicitly considering design cost. Rather than specify the
process characteristics, the current approach constrains the pro-
cess characteristics �Eqs. �6�–�13�� and explicitly considers
changes in water quality via the individual process models when
estimating the least-cost design. Given the differences for incor-
porating water quality �implicit versus explicit, and uncertainty in
process models�, direct comparisons of the two types of safety
factors are not appropriate.

In general, the safety factors exhibit an increasing trend with
respect to the influent particle size range. While there are multiple
variable and uncertain parameters considered, the increasing
safety factors result, in part, from the larger range of simulated
particle size distribution as the variability in � has greater effects
on the larger influent particle size range. For filter area with
C=4 and 32 mg/L, a single safety factor could be applied with-
out excessive overdesign of the process. However, for filter area
with C=128 mg/L and sedimentation volume, there is much
greater variability in the safety factors, suggesting a single safety
factor for each process might not be adequate for developing
least-cost designs based on deterministic decisions over a range
of influent conditions. While there are many factors included
in the design decisions, the relatively constant increase in safety
factors for sedimentation with C=32 mg/L and filtration with
C=128 mg/L are a function of the trade-offs between providing
additional particulate removal through sedimentation or filtration.
There are essentially infinite combinations of sedimentation and
filtration designs that provide reliable particulate removal. How-
ever, the design decisions associated with sedimentation and
filtration are based on a cost and performance trade-off. For
C=32 mg/L, the least-cost design for including variability and
uncertainty increases the emphasis on sedimentation. Relative to
the deterministic solutions, the sedimentation process is designed,
on average, to provide more particulate removal resulting in less

particulate matter and larger �d̄p�V reaching the filter, both of
which improve filter performance. For C=32 mg/L, sedimenta-
tion plays an important role in accommodating the variability
and uncertainty in the design process. For C=128 mg/L, the
least-cost design places a slightly greater emphasis on filtration.
Relative to the deterministic solution, the particulate concentra-

tion and �d̄p�V in the filter effluent are, on average, similar to the
deterministic solutions. However, the filter areas for the determin-
istic solution are relatively small and require significant increases
in size to adequately accommodate the impacts of influent vari-
ability and uncertainty on the particulate characteristics to be
treated, which lead to large safety factors. Such a result further
supports the benefits of explicitly including variability and uncer-
tainty in the decision-making process.

Fig. 6 presents the impacts of variability and uncertainty on
the least-cost treatment configuration regions for influent size
ranges of 0.25–25.0 and 0.75–75.0 �m. For the 0.25–25.0 �m
range �Fig. 6�a��, all three treatment configurations are present.

When incorporating the largest COV �0.081� for all variable and
uncertain parameters in the design process, there is little shift
in the least-cost treatment configuration regions, especially

for �d̄p�V	1 �m. For larger influent �d̄p�V, including variability
and uncertainty decreases the region where conventional filtra-
tion is the least-cost configuration. For the 0.75–75.0 �m range
�Fig. 6�b��, the effect of the COV assumed for all variable and
uncertain parameters on the treatment configuration regions is
greater, although only contact and conventional filtration regions

are present. For larger �d̄p�V values, increasing the COV increases
the regions where conventional filtration is specified as the least-

cost treatment option. For 1.5	 �d̄p�V	2.5 �m, increasing the
COV decreases the region of conventional filtration.

For Fig. 6�b�, a cursory analysis suggests that the shift in least-
cost treatment region �conventional→contact with increasing
variability� is related to the increased size distribution of particle
sizes for �=3 relative to �=4. For the data points presented,

the standard deviation of �d̄p�V leaving the flocculation process
ranges from 0.23 to 1.19 �m for �=3 and from 0.07 to 0.44 �m
for �=4 with increasing COV. In part, the increased range of

�d̄p�V increases the filter area necessary to maintain effective

Fig. 6. Least-cost treatment configurations for influent size ranges
of: �a� 0.25–25.0 �m; �b� 0.75–75.0 �m as a function of mean
volume averaged particle diameter and influent concentration �arrows
represent increasing variability; COV=0, 0.016, 0.032, and 0.081�
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contact filtration. This increase in filter area can be reduced by the
addition of sedimentation through conventional treatment. How-

ever, simply considering �d̄p�V is only part of the reason for the
large shift in least-cost regions for �=3. In addition to the vari-

ability in �d̄p�V, the average value of �d̄p�V is larger for �=3
�4.44 �m versus 1.87 �m for �=4�. From a removal standpoint,

the influent with a smaller �d̄p�V is more difficult to treat during
both sedimentation and filtration �filtration removal efficiency is a

minimum near �d̄p�V=1.0 �m�. For �=3, the larger shifts in least-
cost treatment regions occur because sedimentation provides sig-

nificant removal �52–80%� without reducing the �d̄p�V to sizes
much more difficult to remove through filtration �20–31% de-

crease in �d̄p�V�. For �=4, the conditions are less favorable for a
trade-off between sedimentation and filtration. In general, sedi-
mentation still provides significant removal �38–60%�, yet the

�d̄p�V entering the filter remains relatively unchanged �6–9% in-

crease in �d̄p�V�. For �=3, the removal through sedimentation
reduces the loading to the filter to a such a degree that even the

lower filter efficiency �based on �d̄p�V� allows a cost trade-off
between sedimentation and filtration to be realized. For �=4, the
sedimentation process has less impact on the mass loading to the
filter and provides little performance improvement by altering

�d̄p�V. These results illustrate that incorporating variability and
uncertainty into the decision–making process does not result in
uniform shifts of the least-cost treatment regions for the different
influent particle size ranges considered.

Important Variable and Uncertain Distributions

The incorporation of variability and uncertainty in the design
process provides information that can be used to determine the
relative importance of the individual parameter distributions
for reliably satisfying the effluent particulate concentration
constraint. This is accomplished here using the generalized sen-
sitivity method �Spear and Hornberger 1980�. To test the relative
importance of an individual variable or uncertain parameter,
the simulated sample is first separated into two categories associ-
ated with a simulated effluent concentration: �1� “violation,” if
Ceff�0.6 mg/L; or �2� “nonviolation,” if Ceff	0.6 mg/L. The
resulting distributions of the violation and nonviolation subsets
are compared using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test
�DeGroot and Schervish 2002�. If the violation and nonviolation
distributions, G�x� and F�x�, respectively, are statistically differ-
ent, the associated variable or uncertain parameter may be con-
sidered important for reliably satisfying the effluent concentration
constraint.

The Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test statistic is the
maximum difference between the two empirical cumulative dis-
tribution functions, Dm,n=sup �Fm�x�−Gn�x��, −� �x��. In this
case, the comparison is between the distribution of violated
�nviol=15� and nonviolated �nnonviol=285� samples for satisfying
the effluent concentration constraint, which is based on a total
sample size of n=300 with 5% of the samples allowed to exceed
the effluent concentration. The importance of the individual pa-
rameter distributions may be classified in one of three ways,
based on Spear and Hornberger �1980�:
1. Critical: indicates a �99% confidence that the distributions

are different; the maximum distance between the two distri-
butions, Dm,n, must be �0.433.

2. Important: indicates a 90–99% confidence that the distribu-
tions are different; the maximum distance between the two
distributions, Dm,n, must be between 0.325 and 0.433.

3. Unimportant: indicates a �90% confidence that the distribu-
tions are different; the maximum distance between the two
distributions, Dm,n, must be 	0.325.

Fig. 7 presents the “critical” and “important” parameter distribu-
tions, and Dm,n values, for satisfying the effluent concentration
constraint for five different expected influent concentrations, a
COV=0.081 for all variable and uncertain parameters, �=4,
and an influent size range of 0.25–25.0 �m. The critical param-
eters strongly follow the primary removal mechanism. For contact
and direct filtration, where filtration is the only removal mecha-
nism, the uncertainty in � f is determined to be critical. For
conventional filtration, sedimentation typically removes the ma-
jority of particulate matter, hence, � is critical as particulate
density affects the settling rate. Contact and direct filtration are
also observed to be sensitive to multiple variable and uncertain
distributions. In addition to the uncertainty in � f, variability in the
influent concentration and shape parameter �which directly affects

the influent �d̄p�V� are also critical to the removal of particulate
matter.

Other parameters are either less closely related to the objective
of reliably satisfying the effluent particulate concentration limit,
but still influential �important�, or apparently uninfluential in
determining whether the objective is met �unimportant�. In most
cases, flow rate variability is shown to be important; thus, effects
on residence time and filter loading rate are important to the
success of particulate removal for the given designs. For con-
ventional treatment, in addition to the critical nature of �, the
importance of the shape parameter � variability and collision ef-
ficiency uncertainty, and the unimportance of filter media removal
efficiency, � f ,p, suggest that the flocculation and sedimentation
processes are more sensitive when designing to provide reliable
particulate removal.

This analysis provides a decision maker with information re-
lated to the importance of the individual parameter variability and

Fig. 7. Individual boxes indicate the Spear and Hornberger �1980�
classification: unimportant �white; Dm,n	0.325�; important �gray;
0.325	Dm,n	0.433�; or critical �black; Dm,n�0.433� for the five
variable and three uncertain parameters with an influent size range of
0.25–25.0 �m and mean ��4 �Dm,n values are presented in each
box�
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uncertainty distributions, not the individual parameter �as all pa-
rameters in the model affect the effluent concentration�. There-
fore, these results provide insight into which parameters might be
better characterized through additional field or bench-scale stud-
ies to improve the representation of system behavior.

Summary and Discussion

In order to develop robust designs, decision–making with respect
to environmental processes must include the inherent variability
associated with environmental conditions and the uncertainty in
the model parameters used to describe critical processes. This
study extends previous research in treatment plant design for par-
ticulate removal by developing a decision support tool that
explicitly considers variability and uncertainty in the decision-
making framework. The objective is to determine the appropriate
least-cost treatment configuration �contact, direct, or conventional
filtration� while satisfying multiple constraints, which include sat-
isfying the effluent particulate concentration constraint at a 95%
confidence level.

In general, increasing the magnitude of the variability and un-
certainty increases the expected design cost as the designs are
forced to satisfy a successively lower expected effluent particulate
concentration to maintain reliable treatment. Ultimately, the value
of the stochastic solution is not in the cost, rather the value is
in satisfying the regulatory effluent concentration constraint at
the targeted confidence level. While the associated sedimentation
and filtration design parameters increase to accommodate the
variability and uncertainty, the magnitude of these design-variable
increases, relative to deterministic least-cost solutions, are depen-
dent on the influent conditions. A wide range of equivalent safety
factors �to accommodate variability and uncertainty based on de-
terministic designs� is determined, and indicates a single safety
factor would not always result in least-cost designs, and might not
provide reliable treatment.

With respect to overall design, the inclusion of variability
and uncertainty has different effects on the least-cost configura-
tion regions. For a larger influent particulate size range, in-
creasing the magnitude of variance and uncertainty expands
the conventional treatment region for larger influent particle

sizes �influent �d̄p�v�3 �m� and decreases the conventional treat-
ment region for a range of smaller particle sizes �1.5�influent

�d̄p�v�2.5 �m�. For a smaller influent particulate size range, the
inclusion of variability and uncertainty has little effect on the
configuration regions.

While all of the parameters have an effect on the effluent
concentration, the information generated in the solution frame-
work allows the determination of the relative importance of
the individual parameter distributions with respect to reliably sat-
isfying the effluent concentration constraint. In general, critical
parameters follow the primary removal mechanism, and contact
and direct filtration appear more sensitive than conventional
filtration to input variability and uncertainty when reliably satis-
fying the effluent particulate concentrations constraint. Surpris-
ingly, influent concentration variability and filter media removal
efficiency uncertainty are found to be relatively unimportant
for conventional treatment. This additional information can
be used to determine future resource expenditures to better char-
acterize the parameters through additional laboratory or field
studies.

While these computational approaches have had some success

�Wiesner et al. 1987�, in general, these process design frame-
works are not appropriate for making design decisions in the
drinking water treatment area. Rather, these approaches are best
suited to investigate factors that may impact design decisions or
as screening tools rather than replacements for bench- and pilot-
scale studies. While the current application is limited by only
considering a single contaminant and minimal treatment pro-
cesses, the framework is sufficiently generalizable to be extended
for multiple contaminants and additional process models, includ-
ing residual handling processes. However, in doing so, one must
consider the potential effects of model uncertainty when interpret-
ing the results. For many treatment processes, multiple process
models may be available �e.g., rectilinear, curvilinear, and fractal
approaches for particle size distribution dynamics� that may in-
corporate different mechanisms and different model parameters.
Comparisons of reliability-based designs obtained with different
process models might thus be a useful next step in this research.
The framework can also be extended to consider additional con-
straints that arise when designing an actual water treatment plant,
such as limiting the footprint of selected processes based on the
available area for constructing the plant.
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